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dental castings e.g. tooth preparation, impression materials, 
pattern wax, die stone, casting investment, luting cement etc. 
The accuracy of the wax pattern is of major importance for 
obtaining a well-fitting casting..   There are different methods 
of fabrication of wax pattern and they give variations in their 
marginal fit. So it is important to the know the precisely 
fitting restorations and which will prolong the life of the same 
prosthesis.. The purpose of this in-vitro study is to evaluate 
the marginal & internal fit of castings fabricated by using 
three different indirect methods of wax pattern construction.
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33. Evaluation and 
comparison of surface 
roughness levels, 
surface wettability, and 
surface configuration of 
commercially pure titanium 
surface

V. Vijayshankar Yadav
Narayana Dental College and Hospital

The bonding between the living bone and the surface of the 
load-bearing implant is believed to be an important factor in 
the success of implants. A major consideration in designing 
implants has been to produce surfaces that promote desirable 
responses by the cells and tissue-contacting implants. The 
aim was to evaluate different methods of modification of 
titanium surface and to compare surface roughness levels, 
surface wettability, and surface configuration of various 
treated surfaces of commercially pure titanium. Commercially 
pure titanium (grade i) sheets of 0.2 mm thick and 10 3 10 
mm were used. Total specimens were divided into six groups 
(groups a–f) according to the surface modification. And 10 
samples were included in each group. Group f showed the 
highest mean roughness value among the tested samples of 
all groups (mean ra—3.231 µm). Group c showed the lowest 
contact angle (mean contact angle—598). Surface roughness 
measurement with the help of surface profilometer revealed 
that samples treated with blasting with alumina (50 µ) 
blasting followed by acid etching with 2% hydrofluoric acid 
showed the highest mean roughness value.
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34. Marginal fit of metal 
ceramic copings fabricated 
with slm technique and  cad 
cam fabricated zirconia 
copings

Vaishali.K
Ramiah University of Applied Sciences

Background. Marginal fit is one of the important criteria 
for the success of any restoration. Inadequate marginal 
adaptation leads to dissolution of the cement, micro leakage, 
pulpal inflammation along with causing periodontal disease 
due to plaque accumulation. . . Purpose. To evaluate and 
compare the marginal fit of metal ceramic copings fabricate 
using slm technique with that cad cam fabricated zirconia 
copings.. . Materials and methods. A metal master model 
of the prepared molar tooth was fabricated using cobalt-
chromium alloy.using this a total of ten metal ceramic copings 
were fabricated using the slm technique and ten zirconia 
copings were fabricated using the cad cam technique .these 
copings were directly placed on the metal die and marginal 
gap were measured on all the four surfaces using a toolmakers 
microscope of 30x magnification.the statistical analysis 
was done by independent t-test .. . Results. The results of 
this study reveal that no statistical significant difference 
was present in the marginal gap of metal ceramic copings 
fabricate using slm technique with that of cad cam fabricated 
zirconia copings (p > 0.05) by means of independent t-test. . . 
Conclusion. With in the limitations of this in vitro study there 
was no significant difference between the marginal gap of 
the metal ceramic copings fabricate using slm technique and 
that of zirconia copings fabricated using cad cam technique. 
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35. Usefulness of ophthalmic 
trial frame in iris positioning 
–an in vivo study

Veena Saraf
Rural Dental College

The facial disfigurement associated with loss of an eye 
creates lot of psychological trauma. Loss of an eye may result 
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from congenital defect, pathology, or accidental trauma. 
Psychological distress can be reduced by early replacement 
with an artificial eye. In the fabrication of artificial eye in 
the form of ocular or orbital prosthesis iris positioning is of 
paramount importance for the natural gaze and appearance 
of the eye prosthesis. Many methods and techniques have 
been documented, such as robert pupilometer, acrygrid in 
positioning the iris. These methods are time consuming and 
expensive, so an in vivo study was conducted to co-relate 
the position of iris in normal eyes and to develop a simple 
and predictable method of iris positioning using ophthalmic 
trial frame.
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36. Use of angulated 
transfer post for making the 
impression of non parallel 
implants

Vilas Patel
Narsingbha Patel Dental College, Gujarat

Background - Different impression techniques have various 
effects on the accuracy of definitive cast dimensions. 
Inaccuracies may result in implant impressions when they 
are angulated. Making impressions for angulated implants 
requires a more precise and time consuming technique 
when closed tray procedure is followed.. Purpose of the 
study – purpose of this study is to employ a modified 
impression post to eliminate the inaccuracy that may result 
while using straight impression posts used for closed tray 
technique.. Materials and methods: prefabricated impression 
posts were duplicated by preparing silicone elastomeric 
putty index. Inlay wax is poured in the index to duplicate 
the impression post. All the wax patterns were cut from 
the platform level and the attached at an angle calculated 
before so that they are parallel to each other. Channels 
for screw were created and all wax patterns were placed 
on the master model and parallelism was confirmed by 
surveyor. . Subsequently all the patterns were cast using 
conventional lost wax technique. All cast impression posts 
were adjusted and fitted on the master model and closed 
tray impression was made using monophase polyether 
impression material.. Clinical implications: there is a scope 
to develop angulated impression copings for both closed 
and open tray impressions commercially, with a incremental 
angulations between 5°to 25° resulting in near parallel 
impression copings.. 
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37. Redefine your vision , 
success with precision

Vinaya Kundapur
M R ambedkar Dental College.

Concision in style, precision in thought, decision in life. 
To add new dimension to treatment option and broaden 
referral base careful attention to prosthodontic problem 
and mechanical ingenuity of attachment is important. 
Precision attachment presents a challenge in technical 
skill. A thorough understanding of biomechanics of 
maxillomandibular function, different attachments and 
knowledge of material science is essential in treating a 
case of precision attachment. . Research highlights on 
questionnaire based survey to assess among the fellow 
colleagues the suitability of precision attachment in 
restoring partially edentulous arches as an option where 
implants are reasonably inadvisable. Objective is to evaluate 
knowledge in decision making & treatment planning 
by redefining our vision based on sound biological and 
technical grounds to achieve success with precision.
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38. Occurrence of 
streptococcus and candida 
species and salivary ph in 
patients wearing complete 
denture

Dr. Shilpa S Dandekeri
A B Shetty Memorial Institute of Dental Sciences.

The oral cavity is a moist environment which is kept at a 
relatively constant temperature (34 to 36°c) and a ph close 
to neutrality in most areas and thus supports the growth of a 
wide variety of microorganisms.the microbial flora of the oral 
cavity is rich and extremely diverse. This diversity is due to the 
fact that the mouth is composed of a various bacteria, viruses 
and fungi supplied with a wide range of different nutrients. 
Dentures also provide a protected habitat, especially beneath 
the fitting surface, which results in colonization and growth by 
a range of bacteria and yeasts. . Hence a study was conducted 
to examine the carriage of streptococcus spp. And candida 
spp. In the oral cavity of complete denture wearers and non-
denture wearers. Ph of saliva was also assessed.
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